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Abstract:

The Åknes unstable rock slope in Stranda municipality, western Norway, is identified
as a high-risk object. The objective of the Åknes Drainage Project was to obtain
sufficient knowledge about the geological and hydrogeological conditions at the Åknes
rockslide, and to assess the feasibility and impacts of drainage as a mitigative measure.
Extensive data were collected and analysed. Modelling clearly indicates that if
groundwater levels are lowered, either by redirecting surface runoff above the
backscarp or draining the slope through drainholes from the surface or by tunnels,
this is likely to have significant positive effect on the velocity of the slope. The Åknes
Drainage Project has demonstrated that although there are uncertainties associated
with an attempt, drainage is a feasible method of further stabilizing Åknes. Sufficient
knowledge about geological and hydrological conditions at the Åknes rockslide has
been obtained to support the initiation drainage trials, combined with careful
monitoring and further modelling and investigations.
The total initial investment cost for drainage of Åknes is, in early estimates, in the
order of 300-350 million NOK, depending on the chosen solution. NVE is suggesting
a phased approach that is tied to observed effects to better control costs. The benefit
to cost ratio for such a project will be remarkably high.
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Norsk sammendrag
Det store ustabile fjellpartiet Åknes i Stranda kommune, Møre og Romsdal, er identifisert som et
høyrisikoobjekt. Direktoratet for samfunnssikkerhet og beredskap (DSB) har vurdert at et varsla
fjellskred fra Åknes er et av scenarioene i Norge med størst samfunnskonsekvens. Prosjektets
målsetning har vært å vurdere muligheten for å bruke drenering for å redusere risikoen, gjennom å
skaffe til veie et tilstrekkelig kunnskapsgrunnlag om geologiske og hydrogeologiske forhold i fjellsiden.
Det finnes flere internasjonale eksempler som kan sammenlignes med Åknes der drenering av store
fjellskred har gitt betydelig reduksjon av hastigheter og økt stabilitet.
Omfattende datainnsamling og analyse er gjennomført ved Åknes, inkludert fire nye 200-300 m dype
instrumenterte borehull, innsamling av ny seismikk og resistivitet, og omfattende hydrogeologisk
feltarbeid. Det er laget en komplett hydrogeologisk modell over Åknes, inkludert en numerisk
modell. Det har også blitt gjennomført to numeriske stabilitetsanalyser.
Målinger i fjellpartiet viser tegn på at bevegelsene øker i perioder med mye nedbør og økte vannivå i
borehullene, og reduseres i tørre perioder. Modellering indikerer at en senkning av
grunnvannsnivåene vil redusere hastighetene i fjellpartiet betydelig. Dette kan gjøres gjennom at
overflatevann ledes vekk fra baksprekken, ved drenering gjennom borehull fra overflaten eller ved
etablering av tuneller.
Åknes dreneringsprosjekt har vist, til tross for gjenværende usikkerheter, at det er sannsynlig at
fjellpartiet kan stabiliseres gjennom drenering. Det vil likevel være en restrisiko som må håndteres
gjennom overvåking og varsling. NVE vurderer at vi nå har tilstrekkelig kunnskap om geologiske og
hydrogeologiske forhold til at det kan igangsettes forsøk med drenering ved Åknes. Dette må
kombineres med nøye overvåkning av effektene av tiltakene, videre modellering og undersøkelser.
NVE foreslår en trinnvis tilnærming til et slikt tiltak, tett knyttet til målt respons. Dette er viktig for
en kontinuerlig evaluering av tiltakene og effekten, og for å opprettholde god kostnadskontroll.
Første trinn vil være drenering gjennom borehull og/eller en overflatedrenering og
infiltrasjonsbeskyttelse for å hindre vann å trenge inn og ned i baksprekken. Dette kan så videreføres
med fullskala drenering gjennom en tunell dersom dette er nødvendig for å forbedre stabiliteten
ytterliggere.
De totale kostnadene for drenering av det ustabile fjellpartiet Åknes er estimert til 300-350 mill.
NOK avhengig av valgte løsninger. NVE foreslår trinnvise tiltak tilpasset observasjoner av oppnådd
effekt. Kost nytte for et dreneringstiltak er vurdert til å være svært høyt.
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English abstract
The Åknes unstable rock slope in Stranda municipality, western Norway, is identified as a high-risk
object. The Norwegian Directorate for Civil Protection (DSB) has evaluated a failure at the Åknes
unstable rock slope as one of the scenarios with the largest societal consequences in Norway.
The objective of the Åknes Drainage Project was to obtain sufficient knowledge about the geological
and hydrogeological conditions at the Åknes rockslide, and to assess the feasibility and impacts of
drainage as a mitigative measure. In several international examples large-scale drainage of landslides
has achieved significant reduction in velocities and stability enhancements for large rock slope
hazards.
Extensive data were collected and analysed, including four new 200-300 m deep instrumented
boreholes, new seismic and resistivity acquisition, and significant hydrogeological fieldwork. A
complete hydrogeological model has been created over the rockslide, including a numerical model.
There has also been conducted two independent geomechanical stability analyses of the rockslide.
Measurements at the Åknes unstable rock slope show increasing displacement velocities at times of
increased precipitation and groundwater levels. Modelling clearly indicates that if groundwater levels
are lowered, either by redirecting surface runoff above the backscarp or draining the slope through
drainholes from the surface or by tunnels, this is likely to have significant positive effect on the
velocity of the slope.
The Åknes Drainage Project has demonstrated that although there are uncertainties associated with
an attempt, drainage is a feasible method of stabilizing Åknes. There will still be a residual risk which
will have to be handled by early warning and evacuation systems. Sufficient knowledge about
geological and hydrological conditions at the Åknes rockslide has been obtained to support the
initiation drainage trials, combined with careful monitoring and further modelling and investigations.
NVE is suggesting a phased drainage approach that is tied to observed performance to better control
costs, starting with drainage wells or infiltration protection above the backscarp and potentially
ending in a large-scale drainage tunnel.
The total initial investment cost for drainage of Åknes is, in early estimates, in the order of 300-350
million NOK, depending on the chosen solution. NVE is suggesting a phased approach that is tied to
observed effects to better control costs. The benefit to cost ratio for such a project will be
remarkably high.
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Forord
NVE har ansvaret for å kartlegge og overvåke potensielle fjellskred i Norge.
Denne rapporten ser på muligheten for å stabilisere det ustabile fjellpartiet Åknes i Stranda kommune,
Møre og Romsdal, gjennom senking av grunnvannsnivåer, enten gjennom drenering av grunnvann eller
gjennom infiltrasjonsbeskyttelse.
Det ustabile fjellpartiet Åknes er definert som et høyrisikoobjekt. Den årlige sannsynligheten for at deler
av Åknes raser ut er høyere enn 1/100. Et skred fra Åknes vil kunne danne en flodbølge som vil true et
stort område med bebyggelse rundt Storfjorden. Sannsynligheten for omfattende og gjentatt evakuering
av befolkningen er stor. Direktoratet for samfunnssikkerhet og beredskap (DSB) har vurdert et varslet
fjellskred fra Åknes som et av scenarioene i Norge med størst samfunnskonsekvens.
NVE har, med hjelp av et stort antall samarbeidspartnere, i løpet av 2017-2021 gjennomført et
omfattende kartleggingsprogram og analyser av Åknes for å undersøke muligheten for stabilisering. NVE
sitter nå på et godt kunnskapsgrunnlag for å estimere effekten av drenering. Denne rapporten
oppsummerer dette arbeidet.
Senking av grunnvannsnivåer er den eneste metoden som har vist seg vellykket for å stabilisere store
fjellskred på verdensbasis. Eksempler fra vellykket stabilisering gjennom drenering finnes i Canada, Italia,
Sveits, New Zeeland og Japan.
I Norge finnes det per dags dato 7 kontinuerlig overvåkede høyrisikoobjekter. Erfaringene fra dette
kunnskapsprosjektet og eventuelle tiltak vil være et verdifullt erfaringsgrunnlag for vurdering av tiltak
andre steder. Klimaendringer vil sannsynligvis gi økte nedbørsmengder og mer ekstremnedbør.
Infiltrasjonsbeskyttelse og drenering av grunnvann kan være effektive tiltak for å redusere
sannsynligheten for skred ved endret klima.

Brigt Samdal

Lars Harald Blikra

Direktør for skred- og vassdragsavdelingen

Seksjonsjef, seksjon for skred, skred og vassdragsavdelingen

Dokumentet sendes uten underskrift. Det er godkjent i henhold til interne rutiner.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Objective and background
The Åknes unstable rock slope was initially identified in the 1960’s by Per Åkernes, who grew up on
a remote farm right below the Åknes unstable rock slope. Since the 1980’s there has been significant
effort expended on understanding the hazard and associated risks of the rockslide. As part of the
Norwegian Directorate for Civil Protection’s (DSB) regular analysis of crisis scenarios in Norway
(DSB, 2014, 2019), the Åknes unstable rock slope continues to be classified as one of the highest risk
events in Norway in relation to the potential to cause damage and lead to significant economic losses
and loss of life. Therefore, the Norwegian government, through the Ministry of Petroleum and
Energy (the Ministry) has directed NVE to explore potential options to better understand the extent
of the hazard and to reduce risks.
The Åknes Drainage Project is formally based on the letter of allocation from the Ministry to The
Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE) in 2017 (OED, 2017). NVE was asked
to conduct a study on the possibility of using drainage as a preventive measure at the Åknes unstable
rock slope, Stranda municipality (jf. Innst. 9 S 2016-2017) in order to reduce the overall risks
associated with a catastrophic rockslide and associated displacement wave. The objective of the
Project is to obtain sufficient knowledge about the geological and hydrogeological conditions at the
Åknes unstable rock slope to assess the feasibility and impacts of drainage as a mitigative measure.
Funding for the Project is provided through the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy.
Drainage of the Åknes unstable rock slope has been discussed for well over a decade. Åknes/Tafjord
Beredskap (ÅTB), an intermunicipal company between the municipalities of Stranda, Norddal,
Stordal, Ørskog, Sykkylven, Ørsta and Ålesund started investigations into drainage already in 2004. In
cooperation with ÅTB, Bjørnar Moen conducted a Master’s thesis at NTNU on the possibility of
using drainage as a preventive measure (Moen, 2008). This was further evaluated in a project initiated
by ÅTB, supported by the energy company Tafjord (Blikra, 2012). The ÅTB/Tafjord project included
visits to two drainage projects in Switzerland, literature studies and a seminar with national and
international expertise. The responsibility for monitoring and early warning of landslides was later
organized under NVE and it was recognized that additional data acquisition and analysis was
necessary, and the Åknes Drainage Project was initiated. The project started in January 2017 and is
set to finish in 2021.
The intent of this report is to summarize the main findings of multiple reports and studies in a single
document that is more publicly accessible. For in depth details, it is recommended to read the
references within this report.

2 Regional Setting
2.1 Project Location
The Åknes unstable rock slope is located in the south-eastern aspect of the Flosteinnibba mountain,
overlying the Sunnylvfjord in Stranda Municipality, Norway.
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The Sunnylvfjord is a part of the fjord network called Storfjorden. Bathymetric and seismic mapping
of the inner parts of Storfjorden has revealed numerous deposits from large rockslides which
occurred during or after the deglaciation (12.000 – 10.000 BP) (Longva et al., 2009).
The area around Storfjorden has a large number of documented historic landslides (NVE, 2021).
Many of the landslides have caused devastating displacement waves claiming lives and causing
destruction in the villages by the fjord. In the county of Møre and Romsdal there has been registered
well over 100 landslides and avalanches with fatal consequences in the 20th century. The three
largest landslides are responsible for almost half of the total fatalities.

Figure 1. Map over the Møre and Romsdal region in the western part of Norway. The location of the Åknes unstable rock slope is
indicated with a red mark.

2.1 World Heritage Area: West Norwegian Fjords
The West Norwegian Fjords World Heritage Area, as defined by UNESCO, includes the location of
the Åknes unstable rock slope. The decision was based on the area’s natural beauty; “The Nærøyfjord
and Geirangerfjord areas are considered to be among the most scenically outstanding fjord areas on the
planet.” Furthermore, UNESCO recognizes that natural hazards is a problem in the area and
specifically states:
“If more measures to protect people’s lives are to be implemented, detailed environmental impact
assessments will need to be performed to ensure solutions and measures that will be compatible with the
property’s Outstanding Universal Value”.
The area will otherwise risk losing its World Heritage Area status, in addition to the natural values.
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3 Project Organisation
NVE is responsible for managing the Åknes Drainage Project but a large part of the work has been
performed by researchers and students at the universities of Norway as well as researchers from the
Norwegian Geological Survey (NGU), consultants from the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI)
and private consultants.
An expert panel has provided peer review and guidance, bringing international expertise and
experience to the project. The expert panel consists of internationally recognized scientists and
consultants within specific areas of expertise:
•

Corey Froese, Chairperson – Principal Geological Engineer, BGC Engineering Inc., Canada

•

Ken Ho, Deputy Head, Landslip Prevention and Mitigation Programme, Geotechnical
Engineering Office, Hong Kong

•

Davide Bertolo, Chief geologist, Valle d’Aosta Geological Survey, Italy

•

Tom Stewart, Reservoir Slope Management Specialist, BC Hydro, Canada

The project has had contributions from a large number of institutions and individuals. Reports
produced within the project are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Reports produced within the framework of the Åknes drainage project.

Author

Title

Institution

Pages

Year

Acuña, José;
Malmberg, Malin;
Acuña, Fatima;
Stokuca, Milan

Heat Tracing Tester, KH-01-17 och KH-02-17. Rapport
nr: 22301-1.1

Bengt
Dahlgren AB

34

2018

Acuña, José; Ramstad,
Kristin

Vertical groundwater movement identification through
Distributed Heat Tracing Tests. Case of Åknes, Norway.

Bengt
Dahlgren AB,
NTNU

16

2020

Amundsen, Jon
Magnus; Carey,
Graeme

Kostnadsestimat for sikringstiltak over baksprekk Drenering av Åknes.

Multiconsult

18

2020

Biørn-Hansen, Frida
Liv

The Hydro-geochemistry and Water Balance of Åknes
Rock Slope

UiO, Master
Thesis

183

2019

Cancino, Christian;
Lorig, Loren

Geomechanical Modelling for Åknes Landslide. Ref. 26478-01:20TM56

ITASCA

25

2020

Elvebakk, Harald

Borehullslogging Åknes, Stranda kommune, 2017 – 2018.
2018.026

NGU

71

2018

Gjerstad, Johanne

En forstudie av sammenhengen mellom sprekkevannstrykk
i borehull og klimatiske forhold ved Åknes

NTNU,
Master Thesis

78

2019

Holmøy, Kristin H.

Åknes Hydrogeological report No. 20180662-06-R

NGI

145

2020

Holmøy, Kristin;
Bjørnarå, Tore
Ingvald;
Shabanimashcool,
Mahdi; Langeland,
Henrik

Hydrogeological report. 20180662-06-R rev. 1

NGI

162

2021

Langeland, Henrik

Data report core logging KH-01-17. 20180662-01-R

NGI

96

2018

Langeland, Henrik

Data report core logging KH-02-17. 20180662-02-R

NGI

99

2019

Langeland, Henrik

Data report core logging KH-01-18. 20180662-03-R

NGI

80

2019

Langeland, Henrik

Data report core logging KH-02-18. 20180662-04-R

NGI

74

2019

Langeland, Henrik;
Holmøy, Kristin H.;
Gjengedal, Sondre;
Ask, Kjetil

Ingeniørgeologiske vurderinger og kostnadsestimat for
tunellalternativ. 20180662-08-R

NGI

41

2020

Mo, Tor Magne

Kostnadsestimat - Ledevegg Åkneset

Sweco

7

2020

Papadimitrakis,
Ioannis

Åknes rock mass characterization

UiO

79

2020

Rønneberg Bruun,
Halvor

An analysis of bedrock fracture networks based on
outcrop data to establish a baseline discrete fracture
network model – Åknes rock slope in western Norway

UiO, Master
Thesis

79

2019

Sena, Clara; Braathen,
Alvar

Åknes rock-slope failure hydrogeology - First progress
report

UiO

58

2019

Sena, Clara; Braathen,
Alvar

Åknes rock-slope failure hydrogeology - Second progress
report

UiO

35

2020

Sena, Clara; Braathen,
Alvar

Åknes rock-slope failure hydrogeology - Final report

UiO

81

2021

8

Shabanimashcool,
Mahdi

Coupled hydro-mechanical stability analysis of Åknes rock
slope. 20180662-07-R

NGI

46

2020

Shabanimashcool,
Mahdi; Langeland,
Henrik; Holmøy,
Kristin

Monitoring of displacements in the Åknes rock slope.
20180662-05-R rev. 1

NGI

71

2020

Steinsland Ringstad,
Stig Runar

The influence of structural discontinuities on the stability
of the Åknes unstable rock slope

UiO, Master
Thesis

162

2019

Stenvik, Lars Aaberg

Bruk av temperaturmålinger til kartlegging av
grunnvannsstrømning

NTNU,
Master Thesis

118

2018

Tassis, Georgios

Reprocessing of Refraction Seismic data from Åknes,
Stranda Municipality, Møre & Romsdal County. NGU
report 2019.004

NGU

29

2019

Tassis, Georgios;
Rønning, Jan Steinar

Reprocessing of ERT data from Åknes, Stranda
Municipality, Møre & Romsdal County. NGU report
2018.002

NGU

89

2018

Tønset, Lise

Åknes skredområdesammenstilling og diskusjon av
informasjon fra kjerneboring

NTNU,
Project Thesis

86

2018

Tønset, Lise

Verdien av kjerneborehull for økt forståelse av
stabilitetsforhold ved Åknes skredområde

NTNU,
Master Thesis

160

2019
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4 Åknes unstable rock slope general
information
4.1 Geology and Geomorphology

Figure 2. Overview of the Åknes unstable rock slope. The white outline indicates the outer boundary of the unstable rock mass.

The Åknes unstable rock slope is situated within the Western Gneiss Region in Norway, which was
metamorphosed during the Caledonian orogeny, and consists of undifferentiated gneisses, locally
magmatic in composition, varying from quartz-dioritic to granitic (Tveten et al.,1998). The gneisses
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within the Åknes unstable rock slope vary from light grey to pink granitic gneiss to darker
granodioritic gneiss and bands of mica-rich gneiss which is often highly foliated (Figure 5).
Ganerød et al. (2008) conducted extensive fieldwork and published a thorough geological model of
the Åknes unstable rock slope. The sliding sufaces was mapped based on field observations and
geophysical data, and the Åknes unstable rock slope was divided into four sub-domains (Figure 3).
The upper part is undergoing extension while the lower part is undergoing compression. Ganerød et
al. suggest that the Åknes unstable rock slope is underlain by an undulating sliding surface which
daylights along at least two main horizons, one in the middle of the unstable rock mass and one as
lower delimitation.

Figure 3. Geological model of the Åknes unstable rock slope by Ganerød et al (2008). This model is based on geophysical data and field
observations and has later been revised by (Jaboyedoff et al., 2011) and (Langeland & Blikra, 2014). Jaboyedoff suggests the sliding surface is
stepping down at fold-hinge weakness zones instead of the undulating interpretation by Ganerød. Langeland uses new data from borehole
instruments to infer two sliding surfaces in the faster moving western flank. The geological reference model has benefitted from the data
coming from the new investigation campaign which has provided new insight into the complex setting.

The foliation and main fracture set at the Åknes unstable rock slope is generally dipping at 30° to 40°
S–SSE (towards the fjord and subparallel to the surface) and appears to control the development of
the basal sliding surface with its subordinate low angle thrust surfaces, which daylights at several
levels. However, there are large local variations. The western part of the back scarp and graben also
appear to be controlled by foliation, detaching at a very steep fold. In addition to the foliation parallel
fracture set, two additional sets have been mapped (Figure 4). They strike N-S and E-W with a near
vertical dip.
It is hypothesised that fractures and sliding surfaces are primarily formed in highly foliated mica-rich
rock. However, when examining fractures within the four new boreholes, no correlation between
rock type and fractures could be found (Papadimitrakis, 2020). This would suggest that the stress
regime could be the primary controlling factor in fracture formation and lithology is of less
importance.
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Figure 4. Relief map of the Åknes unstable rock slope with stereographic presentation of the fracture distribution compiled from all
localities studied by Ganerød et al. (2008). The stereo plots show great circles of fractures mapped at different localities, where N–S
striking fractures are black, E–W striking fractures are blue and fractures parallel to the foliation are red. Structural symbols outline
tectonic boundaries along the margin and inside the rockslide area. The western boundary zone is NNW–SSE striking and sub-vertical,
strike-slip fault, whereas the eastern boundary zone is a pre-existing fault with shallow dip to the west. The upper boundary is seen as a
pronounced back scarp. Low angle sliding surfaces daylights at two levels in the slope, marked with a red hatched line (sub-domain 2 and
4), while two sliding surfaces are mapped by geophysics, marked with red dashed lines (sub-domain 1 and 3). The foliation is folded and
changes within the rockslide, strike 092/dip 44 at the western boundary zone, 080/ 30 in sub-domain 2, and the toe zone differs from
066/20 to 093/32.
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Figure 5. Example from borehole KH-02-17 (16-24m depth) at the Åknes unstable rock slope with large sections of rose-red coarsegrained granitic gneiss to darker fine-grained mica-rich gneiss. This image also illustrates the fracturing which is present in the uppermost
50 to 100 m of the Åknes unstable rock slope.

Jaboyedoff et al. (2011) further developed the geological model and suggested a set of folds with an
axis of 120°/20° and a separation of approximately 250 m. Tension cracks would be more likely to
form along the fold axis, and the back scarp is developed in such a fold.
The analysis furthermore agrees that most of the sliding surface is developed along the foliation, but
it is not limited to single layers in the foliation but rather steps down along subvertical cracks which
have formed parallel to the folds. The folds being oriented perpendicular to the main movement of
the rock mass, striking E-W. This partly contrasts the interpretation of Ganerød et al. (2008) who
suggested the sliding surface is mainly parallel to undulating foliation.
Based on new data from borehole instruments, Langeland & Blikra (2014) proposed a new model for
the western flank area. Measurements of movement recorded in boreholes suggest there are two
sliding surfaces in this area, where the deepest is the primary one. The main sliding surface daylights
in the NNW-SSE trending gully called Åknesrenna that forms the western boundary of the instability.
An even deeper sliding surface is proposed based on geophysics and borehole cores, Langeland &
Blikra (2014) also assumes some steps in the sliding surface following the E-W subvertical joint set,
corroborating the interpretation of Jaboyedoff et al (2011).
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4.2 Displacement Data
4.2.1

System Overview

The unstable part of the Åknes unstable rock slope stretches from 150 meters above sea level (masl)
to 900 masl with an area of 0,56 km2 and a maximum unstable volume of about 54 million m3. The
average surface inclination is 30-35 degrees.
The Åknes unstable rock slope has an extensive monitoring network consisting of five
extensometers, ten Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) receivers, two lasers with reflectors,
and a total station with thirty prisms spread out over the monitored area (Figure 6). NORSAR has
equipped the area with one broadband seismometer, a ground network of five geophones and a
borehole mounted string of eight geophones. There is also a weather station located at 900 masl.
The Åknes unstable rock slope also has a total of twelve boreholes, seven of which are instrumented
with inclinometers and piezometers. In addition to the on-site instrumentation, the rockslide has also
been monitored remotely by utilizing periodical ground based interferometric synthetic aperture
radar (InSAR) measurements and satellite based InSAR since 2005.
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Figure 6. Overview of boreholes and instrumentation at the Åknes unstable rock slope.
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4.2.2

Total station

There are 30 active prisms on the Åknes unstable rock slope, monitored by a Trimble S9 total
station. The total station acquires one measurement from each prism one time per hour. The
distance accuracy of the total station is 1mm + 2ppm, meaning that at 1000 m distance the accuracy
is 3 mm, with an angular accuracy of 1”. The accuracy of the prism measurements is also dependent
on noise contributions by refraction and is generally within a few mm, with higher accuracy with less
distance to the total station.

Figure 7. Movement (in mm) and direction of prisms at the Åknes unstable rock slope, over a one-year period (08.10.2019-07.10.2020), as
measured by the total station. Arrows are centred over the prism and the size of the arrows is representative to velocity. Red outline
represents maximum outline of area where movement has been registered. The faster moving flank area is outlined in yellow. There are no
prisms located within the slow-moving toe of the Åknes unstable rock slope, this area is monitored by GNSS, borehole instruments and
satellite reflectors.
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Figure 8. Total 3D prism displacement in mm per year at the Åknes unstable rock slope. The faster moving prisms (>35mm/year) are all
located within the western flank. Over the last few years there has been an increasing trend in the velocities in the flank. The velocities in
the flank have especially been elevated in the last two years, after the high precipitation of autumn 2018.
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4.2.3

Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)

The Åknes unstable rock slope is monitored by ten Trimble R9 GNSS receivers with Trimble Zephyr
2 or Trimble Zephyr 3 antennas. The GNSS system acquires data continuously and the data is
processed for 15-minute, 4-hour and 12-hour intervals. The accuracy varies from location to
location. A precision of 0.5-2 mm can be assumed for the 12-hour processing.

Figure 9. Movement (in mm) and direction of GNSS receivers at the Åknes unstable rock slope, over a one-year period (08.10.201907.10.2020). Size of the arrows are representative to velocity. Red outline represents maximum outline of area where movement has been
registered. The faster moving flank area is outlined in yellow. GPS2 is the reference station, GPS8 and 9 have very limited movement.
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Figure 10. Total 3D GNSS displacement in mm per year at the Åknes unstable rock slope. GPS 3 and 4 are located within the faster moving
western flank. The GPS receivers within the western flank show a similar pattern of displacement as the prisms (Figure 8), with high values
during 2012 and 2019-2020. There is however discrepancy as well, especially for the values of 2017. GPS 5, 6 and 7 are located within the
kinematic domain outlined in orange and the long-term trend of displacement can be described as constant. GPS 2 is the reference station.
GPS 10 and 11 have been excluded due to their short data series (installed in 2019). Locations of GPS receivers can be found in Figure 9.

4.2.4

Extensometers

There are five extensometers positioned along the central part of the backscarp (Figure 6).
Extensometer 1 and 3 have measured since August 1993 and are the longest still ongoing
measurement at the Åknes unstable rock slope. However, more than 4.5 m of extension have forced
several repositions and an extension of the instruments disturbing the time series. Extensometers 1
and 3 extend at a rate of approximately 19-20 mm per year. Extensometers 4 and 5 extend at a rate
of approximately 6-8 mm per year.
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Figure 11. Historical rate of extension at Extensometer 1 straddling the backscarp at the Åknes unstable rock slope. This location has a
roughly linear trend with small seasonal variations. Location of the instrument can be found in Figure 6.

4.2.5

Borehole instruments

The boreholes are instrumented with inclinometers from CSG Italy. The four newest boreholes are
equipped with 3D DMS Multi-packer instruments. The multi-packer instruments isolate up to 11
different zones each with its own piezometer. The instruments consist of one-meter modules
containing numerous sensors in specific configurations designed for each borehole. Sensors include
biaxial inclinometric sensors, piezometers, extensometers, triaxial accelerometric sensors,
temperature sensors and digital compasses.
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Figure 12. Example from the KH-02-17 borehole at the Åknes unstable rock slope, where the two main sliding zones can easily be
identified using the inclinometer data. The column of inclinometer modules is displayed in grey. This column started out as a vertical line
but have now developed two distinct sliding zones at 30-34 m and 66-70 m depth. Water tables are displayed as blue circles.

4.2.6

Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR)

The Åknes unstable rock slope has been monitored using satellite based InSAR and reflectors placed
within the slide since 2005. There have also been campaigns of ground based InSAR to target shadow
areas and to verify movement by satellite based InSAR. Since 2018 Norway has nationwide coverage
of satellite based InSAR publicly available through the project InSAR Norway by NGU.
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Figure 13. Image from InSAR Norway covering the Åknes unstable rock slope showing fairly good satellite coverage in the faster moving
western flank and in the upper part. The lower part of the Åknes unstable rock slope has too much vegetation to reflect the radar signal.

Figure 14. Example from a point in the upper part of the western flank of the Åknes unstable rock slope, showing the movement since
2016 with a mean velocity of 66 mm per year. Data is only available during periods of no snow cover.
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4.2.7

Summary

The data from the total station and GNSS receivers are generally coherent and show homogeneous
displacement directions. Data from boreholes and extensometers add to the understanding. The data
identifies the main kinematic domains with different behaviour. These domains have been divided into
the scenarios discussed in the next section.

5 Hazard Scenarios
The scenarios of the Åknes unstable rock slope are based on extensive geological mapping starting in
2004 (Blikra et al., 2007; Ganerød at al., 2008; Jaboyedoff et al., 2011; Langeland & Blikra, 2014;
Oppikofer et al., 2009; Oppikofer et al. 2011). Displacement measurements indicate there are three
main kinematic domains at the Åknes unstable rock slope, which form the basis of the three main
scenarios NVE is currently operating with (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Map outlining the 3 scenarios at the Åknes unstable rock slope; scenario A in red, scenario B in orange and scenario C in yellow.
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The larger Scenario A has been utilized to support planning in relation to hazard zoning and early
warning and evacuation systems. This scenario was also utilized for the overall risk analyses
undertaken by DSB (2014, 2016, 2019). The smaller Scenario C, comprising the faster moving
western flank, has by far the highest probability of failure.
In order to establish the probability of failure associated with the various scenarios, the Project team
has utilized approaches developed by the Geological Survey of Norway (NGU) to estimate annual
failure probability based on a set of geological criteria, compared to an inventory of historic
rockslides in Norway (Hermanns et al., 2013). Several rock slope hazard assessment methodologies
have been evaluated for the Åknes unstable rock slope, all concluding that the Åknes unstable rock
slope is unstable, but resulting in slightly different yearly probabilities (Oppikofer et al., 2018). The
results have also been calibrated to historical data from the area (Blikra et al., 2006; Longva et al.,
2009). The inner Storfjorden area has been thoroughly mapped, with complete bathymetric data and
950 km of high resolution 2D seismic data. A total of 108 large rockslides (>100 000 m3) was
mapped in the area. The highest slide activity was associated with the deglaciation, with the 25 events
which occurred during deglaciation (12500-10000 14C years BP), accounting for 89% of the volume of
the calculated deposits. Still, since 9000 14C years BP there is a relatively even occurrence of rockavalanches throughout the Holocene with 5-8 large slides per 1000 years.
Displacement wave modelling has been performed for several scenarios, including Scenario A, B and
C but hazard zoning and consequence analyses has only been performed for Scenario A and B
(Bonnevie et al, 2010). Evacuation zones are based on modelled run-up heights for Scenario A with
an extra safety margin added. In addition comes areas which are evacuated due to operational
considerations, like areas which will become isolated in case of an evacuation (Statsforvaltaren i Møre
og Romsdal, 2016). Scenario C uses the calculated consequences from Scenario B in the risk matrix
(Figure 16). A review of the scenarios, updated displacement wave modelling and hazard zoning, and
consequence analyses are in the planning stages.
•

Scenario A is based on the maximum slide volume possible, based on observed deformation
in the field. The lower part of this scenario has very low deformation velocity at present
state, around 4-5 mm/year. This scenario is estimated at 54 million m3, has a yearly
probability of just over 1/5000 and produces by far the largest modelled run-up heights
(Table 3).

•

Scenario B is based on the total area of the slide in which we observe significant movement.
The area within scenario B is moving between 10 and 90 mm per year. This scenario has an
estimated volume of 36 million m3 and a yearly probability between 1/1000 and 1/100.

•

Scenario C is the faster moving flank and the most likely scenario out of the three. The area
within scenario C is moving between 40 and 90 mm per year. This scenario has an estimated
volume of 18 million m3 and a yearly probability higher than 1/100.
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Table 2. Summary table of domains and scenarios of the Åknes unstable rock slope.

Kinematic domain

Event scenario

Volume
Mm3

Defined yearly probability

(Figure 7 and Figure 9)

(Figure 15)

Red

A

54

< 1/5000

Orange

B

36

1/100- 1/1000

Yellow

C

18

>1/100

Figure 16. Risk matrix for the three Åknes scenarios plotting annual probability vs. potential loss of human lives calculated using the method
of Hermanns et al (2013). The consequences in this risk matrix do not consider the risk mitigation systems currently in place, like early
warning and evacuation. Scenario C uses the potential consequences of scenario B in the matrix as no hazard zoning and consequence
analysis is currently available for scenario C.

5.1.1

Displacement wave

The main consequences of a slide at Åknes are due to the secondary effect of a displacement wave
which will affect the surrounding fjord system at large distances. A total of eight potential scenarios
has been modelled at the Åknes unstable rock slope, including Scenario A, B and C (Bonnevie et al.,
2010). The run-up height for Scenario A is modelled to be highest in the Synnylvsfjord and the
Geirangerfjord, creating waves with an estimated run-up of 70-85 m in Geiranger and Hellesylt, and
becoming progressively smaller outside the fjord system. Since settlements and infrastructure are
mainly located close to sea level, most of it is affected by the displacement wave and the evacuation
zone.
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Figure 17. Maximum surface elevation given in meters (logarithmic scale) for the Storfjorden area, Scenario A (scenario 1C in the NGI
report corresponds to Scenario A in this report). The distance between gridlines is 10 km (Bonnevie Harbitz & Glimsdal, 2010).

Table 3. Selection of modelled displacement wave run up heights in nearby locations, used in the hazard zoning (Bonnevie Harbitz &
Glimsdal, 2010). Scenario C is not included as it was not used in hazard zoning.

Location
Geiranger
Gravaneset
Hellesylt
Norddal
Oaldsbygda
Raudbergvika
Skardbøen
Stordal
Stranda
Sykkylvsfjorden
Tafjord

Scenario A

Scenario B
70

30

7
85
14
100
13

3
35
7
70
6

4
8

2
4

7
4
14

4
2
7
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6 Project Data Acquired
As outlined in Section 3, numerous investigations have been completed and data collected since
2017. The following sections provide an overview of these investigations and findings.

6.1 Borehole data
A main goal of the project was better characterization of the subsurface geological and
hydrogeological conditions of the rock mass by undertaking additional drilling and instrument
installation. The objective was to improve knowledge about the location of the sliding surfaces,
amount of fracturing, movement, stability of the slope and how the water behaves within the rock
slope. There are two main reasons for this. The first is to increase knowledge regarding the slope
stability, to enable a more informed recommendation of whether to drain the slope. Another reason
is to establish a baseline data time series of movement and water levels to support future evaluation
of the impact of drainage measures. If the slope is to be drained, this data series will be used to
assess if drainage has the desired effect. It is essential that this data series extends over several years
before potential drainage commences.
There were two new boreholes drilled in 2017 and two new boreholes in 2018. The boreholes were
drilled to depths between 200 and 300 m, ensuring all unstable rock mass was penetrated. The
location of the boreholes can be found in Figure 6.
The boreholes were drilled by Geodrilling AS using a Diamec U8 APC rig with a 96 mm diameter
borehole. All sections were cored. Borehole core logging was performed mainly by Henrik Langeland
at NGI with the assistance of Lise Tønset (MSc student at NTNU) and Gustav Pless (NVE). NGI has
produced core logging reports of all new boreholes, and these are available from NVE (Langeland,
2018a, 2018b, 2019a, 2019b).

Figure 18. Drilling rig setup at borehole KH-02-18 at the Åknes unstable rock slope, October 2018.
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6.1.1.1

KH-01-17

KH-01-17 is a vertical borehole, located at Kulen in the Åknes unstable rock slope, 507 masl
(location in Figure 6). And drilled to a depth of 302.7 mbgl (meters below ground level). The core
obtained in KH-01-17 generally displays highly fractured rock down to approximately 45 mbgl depth.
Between 45 mbgl and 100 mbgl the rock is moderately fractured. Below 100 mbgl the rock quality is
good except for a zone around 250 to 290 mbgl with slightly higher fracturing (Figure 19).

Figure 19. Core properties KH-01-17 at the Åknes unstable rock slope. Simplified overview of Rock-quality designation (RQD), average
RQD every 10 m, Fracture Frequency per meter (FFm), average FFm every 10m, crushed zone >10m and core loss distribution.
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6.1.1.2

KH-02-17

KH-02-17 is currently the uppermost borehole drilled at the Åknes unstable rock slope at 734 masl
(location in Figure 6). Drilling depth is 300 m. The core in KH-02-17 generally display highly fractured
rock down to approximately 130 mbgl, except for a few zones of higher quality. Below 130 mbgl the
rock quality is generally good (Figure 20).

Figure 20. Core properties KH-02-17 at the Åknes unstable rock slope. Simplified overview of Rock-quality designation (RQD), average
RQD every 10 m, Fracture Frequency per meter (FFm), average FFm every 10m, crushed zone >10m and core loss distribution.
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Figure 21. Sliding zone at 69.7 mbgl in KH-02-17 at the Åknes unstable rock slope. The rock is crushed to sand, silt, and 2 cm of clay in the
bottom.

Figure 22. Drilling of borehole KH-02-17 at the Åknes unstable rock slope, in 2017.
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6.1.1.3

KH-01-18

KH-01-18 is the westernmost borehole on the Åknes unstable rock slope, located in the lower part
of the faster moving flank at 593 masl (location in Figure 6).

Figure 23. Core properties KH-01-18 at the Åknes unstable rock slope. Simplified overview of Rock-quality designation (RQD), average
RQD every 10 m, Fracture Frequency per meter (FFm), average FFm every 10m, crushed zone >10m and core loss distribution.
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6.1.1.4

KH-02-18

KH-02-18 is located in the western part of the Åknes unstable rock slope and see significantly lower
movement than KH-01-18 (location in Figure 6).

Figure 24. Core properties KH-02-18 at the Åknes unstable rock slope. Simplified overview of Rock-quality designation (RQD), average
RQD every 10 m, Fracture Frequency per meter (FFm), average FFm every 10m, crushed zone >10m and core loss distribution.
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6.1.2

Borehole logging and testing

All boreholes had several logs recorded. Logs included flow measurement, optical televiewer,
temperature, conductivity, pH, Eh, P- and S-wave velocity, gamma, and resistivity (Elvebakk & Pless,
2018).
Lugeon tests were performed to varying degrees. Some of the boreholes had sporadic testing of
selected zones and some had every 6th meter (Langeland, Holmøy, & Pless, 2019).
The new boreholes also had heat tracing tests performed using fibreoptic recording cables. This
method can record flow in the boreholes to a very high degree of accuracy (Acuña et al., 2018).

6.2 Geophysical data
6.2.1

Resistivity

NGU performed consecutive geophysical investigations at the Åknes unstable rock slope from 2004
until 2007 in cooperation with the Åknes/Tafjord project. These investigations consisted of 10 km of
electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) profiling distributed in ten profiles, 8 km of ground
penetrating radar profiling distributed in ten profiles and 1.8 km refraction seismic profiling
distributed in four profiles. All results were presented in NGU reports (Rønning et al., 2006, 2008).
In 2017 another profile was acquired along the new boreholes. The ten existing ERT profiles from
the Åknes unstable rock slope were also reprocessed using a larger variety of approaches i.e.,
enabling robust (L1-norm) in addition to standard inversion and by using various V/H filters using the
newest Res2DInv version available (Tassis & Rønning, 2018).
Resistivity appears to give good quality data with geologically meaningful results at the Åknes unstable
rock slope, although still with large interpretive uncertainty. The data can be categorized into three
main categories:
1. Upper high resistivity layer (layer number 1 in Figure 25). The data in the shallower part
consists of high resistivity scattered data. This layer is interpreted as highly fractured rock
unable to sustain a significant water saturation due to high permeability.
2. Middle low resistivity layer (layer number 2 in Figure 25). The data in the middle part
consists of a low resistivity layer, present in all profiles. This layer is interpreted as fractured
rock with high water saturation. This would be the main target for drainage.
3. Lower high resistivity layer (layer number 3 in Figure 25). In the deeper part of the profiles a
high resistivity layer is interpreted as bedrock with limited fracturing.
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Figure 25. Resistivity data at the Åknes unstable rock slope appears to give a good image of where the water is in the slope. Low resistivity
(blue) is interpreted as groundwater in fractured bedrock. Areas between the dashed black lines (zone 2) are interpreted as zones of high
water content. Zone 1 is interpreted as highly fractured unsaturated rock. Zone 3 is interpreted as competent rock with limited fracturing.

6.2.2

Seismic

Seismic was also acquired in 2017 using an experimental method with a large sledgehammer as a
source but the signal to noise ratio turned out to be low. However, extensive reprocessing and
optimisation of the data provide promising results which were utilized in the rock mass
characterization (see example in Figure 34).

7 Analysis
7.1 Åknes climate and climate change
The Åkerneset (the location is known interchangeably as Åknes or Åkerneset) weather station been
in operation since 2012 and has recorded an average yearly precipitation of 1399 mm between 2012
to 2020. In addition to this more recent data the historical average bulk precipitation and snowmelt
in the area is also estimated from modelled values at 1352 mm/year (normal period 1960 to 1990)
(Sena & Braathen, 2021). The back scarp is located at around 650 to 850 masl. Above this elevation
the snow usually begins to accumulate in October and melts in April-May. However, as this is a
coastal climate there is often rain and/or melt events during winter.
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Using the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC) Representative Concentration
Pathways scenarios (RCPs) (IPCC, 2013), the Norwegian Centre for Climate Services (NCCS) has
modelled climate scenarios to estimate future precipitation and temperature trends (Norsk
klimaservicesenter, 2017).
According to Norwegian national framework and planning (Statlige planretningslinjer § 6-2 and
Forskrift 2018-09-28-1469) the high alternatives (corresponding to the RCP8.5 scenario) of modelled
scenarios should be used for estimating the impact of climate changes.
The RCP8.5 scenario indicates a 3.8 degree rise in average annual temperature and 15% more
precipitation by the end of the century (2071-2100) (Norsk klimaservicesenter, 2017). The RCP8.5
scenario also estimates that 24 h precipitation will be 30 % more intense. In large, slow moving
landslides like Åknes, weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly precipitation levels are more important than
short term precipitation levels. Return periods for precipitation is only calculated for intervals up to
24h using existing methods and further research into the subject would be necessary to estimate
climate effect on long term precipitation events.

Average monthly precipitation and temperature at
Åkerneset weather station
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Figure 26. Average monthly precipitation and temperature at Åkerneset weather station (2012-2020).

7.2 Response to precipitation and melt events.
The movement of the Åknes unstable rock slope can generally be described as linear creep with
seasonal variations (Figure 27). The seasonal variations can mainly be attributed to snowmelt in
spring and rain in autumn.
The Åknes unstable rock slope is situated within a coastal climate with large variations in snowpack
and weather. Variations in snowmelt can be caused by factors such as amount of snow, how rapid
the melting is, state of the snowpack, if there is rain on snow etc. Variations in autumn are attributed
to amount of precipitation and importantly, if this precipitation falls as rain or snow, and if the rain
falls on bare ground or on snow. Linking the surface water infiltration with subsurface flow is
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complex due to the variability of the rock mass conditions and therefore linking historical
displacement patterns with climatic data provides a guide to the understanding how water infiltration
impacts the slope. Events from 2018 provide a clear example of the impacts of more extreme
weather events on the displacement of the slope.
The initial seven months of 2018 experience precipitation that was significantly below the historical
monthly average (Figure 28). These first months of low precipitation resulted in a significant
reduction in velocity (Figure 29) and a relatively low total yearly velocity in 2018 (Figure 8 and Figure
10). This initial dry period was followed by an unusually wet autumn, with a 2-month precipitation
almost twice the average amount, as measured during the 8 years of operation of the Åkerneset
weather station (Table 4). The return period of this event is unknown. There are currently no
established method of estimating return periods for events of several weeks. Further research into
long duration return periods will be necessary to give a good estimate. However, the event still gives
us a good opportunity to study how water effects the Åknes unstable rock slope.
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Figure 27. The upper and lower laser in the period of 2012-2020 (for locations refer to Figure 6). Long term movement at the Åknes
unstable rock slope is generally linear with seasonal variations. Heavy rain or melt events increase the velocity temporarily. Blue graph
displays precipitation accumulated during the last 14 days, as a running window.
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Figure 28. Monthly precipitation in mm and in percent of normal. Two nearby weather stations have been included to supplement missing
data from the Åkerneset weather station.
Table 4. Summed precipitation from the months of September and October at the Åkerneset weather station.

2012
343.8

2013
159.1

September and October precipitation at Åkerneset [mm]
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
231.6
123.4
158.3
274.7
521.8
363.6

2020 Average
244.5
269

Figure 29 provides a more detailed review of the displacements in relation to precipitation in 2018.
In relation to the displacements, the initial seven months of 2018 would be characterized as having
lower velocities than average, around 10-30 mm/year in the western flank (corresponding area to
Scenario C) with almost no measurable movement on some instruments, until August when velocity
starts ramping up to 120-150 mm/year in the fastest moving areas. At Extensometer 1, the average
velocity between 15th of October and 31st of December is approximately 8 times higher than the
average velocity in the months of April to July (Figure 29). Certain areas of the Åknes unstable rock
slope have had increased velocities in the years following the 2018 high precipitation event (Figure
30). The variations in velocity clearly show how much the velocity of the Åknes unstable rock slope
is affected by water. The aim of a drainage program would be to intercept and drain water from
extreme events to minimize the potential for sudden accelerations of the rockslide that could lead to
weakening of the rock mass and increasing the annual probability of a catastrophic failure.
The response in movement to precipitation is clearest when there has been anomalous precipitation
over a prolonged period. There also appears to be up to a week delay after a melt event until the
largest accelerations are observed. Short periods of high precipitation do not appear to have
significant effect on the movement, as is typical for large landslides. This is assumed to be attributed
to that the ground needs to be infiltrated and saturated beyond a certain level before it significantly
effects water pressure and thereby friction. It is likely that for lower levels of precipitation, the
fractured bedrock can dissipate the water and minimize critical pore pressure build up as opposed to
more sudden events where the ability of the rock mass to naturally dissipate these pressures is
exceeded by the water inflow.
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Figure 29. Diagram displaying displacement on extensometer 1 vs. accumulated precipitation during the last 14 days (running value).
Extensometer 1 measuring across the backscarp shows decreased movement during the first dry part of 2018 followed by increased
movement at the larger precipitation event of autumn 2018. Most instruments in the upper part of the Åknes unstable rock slope showed
similar response. The general velocity trend after autumn 2018 is also higher than in the previous years. The Åkerneset weather station
lacks data from periods of the spring of 2018, however data from nearby stations can be used to establish the trend.

Figure 30. The upper diagram in this figure shows the movement of extensometer 1 as a black line and the difference from a linear
trendline as a blue line. The seasonal variations are clear, with increased velocities in autumn and spring and a calmer period during the
dryer summer months. 2018 stands out with an unusually slow summer and a large velocity increase during the high precipitation event of
autumn 2018. Since the high precipitation event of 2018 the velocities of the upper western flank has been elevated above normal.
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The response of the sliding zone in borehole KH-01-12 is also an interesting example. In autumn
2017 the borehole KH-02-17 was drilled approximately 40 m upslope (32 m higher elevation) of KH01-12 (Figure 6). While drilling (a rough estimate is 6h of active drilling per day, 7 days per week)
water is pumped down the hole at a rate of approximately 50 l/min. There was limited effect to the
water level in KH-01-12 until the drilling in KH-02-17 reached the main sliding plane at 69 mbgl, then
the water level in KH-01-12 quickly rose by 2.6 m. This is not a large increase in water level, but it
was followed by a clear acceleration phase (Figure 31). This can be an indication of the relatively
small amounts of water necessary to accelerate the rock slope if the water table rises above the
critical sliding zones. This also highlights the importance of reducing the ability of pore pressure to
build up in the sliding zone by intercepting water and/or enhancing the ability of the rock mass to
dissipate pore pressure.
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Figure 31. The sliding plane of borehole KH-01-12 at the Åknes unstable rock slope shows clear accelerations following the high
waterlevels of autumn 2017 and autumn 2018. There are also high waterlevels associated with melting events in spring 2018 and 2019.

7.3 Rock mass characterization
The University of Oslo has performed a study of rock mass characterization at the Åknes unstable
rock slope (Papadimitrakis, 2020; Sena & Braathen, 2021)
All twelve existing boreholes have been included in the study using logs and core data collected and
compiled by the Norwegian Geological Survey (NGU). Three simplified lithological units were
defined based on appearance; granitic gneiss and pegmatite, dioritic gneiss and biotitic gneiss.
Granitic gneiss and pegmatite are the dominant lithology, covering 62 % of the total recovered drill
cores. 23 % is biotitic gneiss, while the remaining 15 % is made-up of dioritic gneiss. There is no
evident correlation between fracturing and lithology indicating that where fractures form may be
mainly steered by stress, independent of lithology.
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Inclinometers in the boreholes have measured a total of 12 clearly distinguishable zones of shear in
the boreholes. Eight of these zones are confirmed by lithological data (red dashed lines in Figure 32)
and four are not confirmed by lithological properties observable in the core log (green dashed lines
in Figure 32).

Figure 32 Lithological units logged in core photographs of all boreholes at the Åknes unstable rock slope (Figure by Papadimitrakis, 2020;
Sena & Braathen, 2021). Borehole number is on top of each log. Boreholes are aligned according to their elevation in the unstable slope.
Blue arrows indicate flow meter data logged after drilling. For borehole locations refer to Figure 6.

Fracturing in the boreholes has been estimated using an average of the televiewer log, which is likely
to underestimate fractures, and the measured fracture frequency in the cores, which is likely to
overestimate the fracturing. For the boreholes without a televiewer log a conversion factor was
applied, attained from the boreholes with both logs. Details can be found in the reports from Sena,
Braathen (2021) and Papadimitrakis (2020). These data were classified into three classes intended to
reflect the aquifer versus aquitard potential of the fractured rock mass (Figure 33). In general, the
uppermost 20 to 60 m is dominated by aquifers. 60 to100 mbgl is a transition zone. Below 100 mbgl
aquitards dominate.
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Piezometers in boreholes indicate the water table is generally below the deepest sliding zones, with
exception of high precipitation events and snowmelt. Borehole KH-01-18 located in the lower part
of the faster moving flank is an exception. It can also be noted that the water table levels reach up
well into the rock mass with high fracture frequency (Figure 33), meaning that highly fractured rock is
affected by water pressure.

Figure 33. Fracture frequency classes (FFM, number of fractures per meter) for all twelve boreholes at the Åknes unstable rock slope
(Figure by Papadimitrakis, 2020; Sena and Braathen, 2021). Blue arrows indicate flow meter data logged after drilling. For borehole
locations refer to Figure 6.

Displaying the above fracture frequency classes on top of a seismic refraction profile reveals a good
match between the two datasets (Figure 34). Sena & Braathen (2021) further interpret the subvertical boundaries as fracture zones within the rock mass. These fracture zones have the geometry
and properties of pull-apart structures that characterize tension fractures such as the backscarp and
other sub-vertical fracture zones. It is further suggested that the sub-vertical structures should hold a
significant hydrogeological role in the groundwater flow and storage. It is suggested these structures
store and divert the groundwater laterally, creating groundwater barriers.
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Figure 34. Seismic refraction profile across the Åknes unstable rock slope. Boreholes with fracture frequency classes are either intersected
by the profile or projected onto the profile. Sub-vertical fracture zones are indicated with black dashed lines (Figure by Sena and Braathen,
2021).

7.4 Study of groundwater conditions
The University of Oslo also investigated the hydrogeological conditions at the Åknes unstable rock
slope and developed a groundwater flow numerical model (Sena & Braathen, 2021). In addition to the
investigated rock mass properties, discussed in the previous section, groundwater and
meteorological data has also been thoroughly investigated.
Extensive field work throughout 2017-2019 was also conducted by University of Oslo staff and
students to collect additional data related to the groundwater recharge and discharge rates. Data
gathered in the field campaigns include:
•

Mapping and characterization of springs and streams.

•

Measurement of pH, electrical conductivity (EC), and temperature of the water in the springs
and streams. The measurements were used to estimate residence time of groundwater.

•

Collection of water samples for inorganic hydro-chemical characterization.

•

Characterization of soil cover, vegetation and surfaces which contribute to temporary water
retention, evapotranspiration, and groundwater recharge.

•

Monitoring of groundwater discharge rates in the summer and autumn of 2018.
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One of the key areas of focus for the hydrogeological studies was the understanding as to how
surface water (snowmelt and precipitation) enters the subsurface of the rockslide. With this a key
factor is the location and orientation of the slide backscarp. As shown on Figure 35, the western part
of the backscarp (red area) is a 20-30 m wide and 20-30 m deep graben which intercepts 100% of
upslope surface runoff and diverts water to the western gully, and through the slide mass. The
backscarp becomes gradually narrower towards the east, first as a large open fracture (Figure 36)
and further east as a cliff face and small fractures. In the easternmost part of the backscarp partial
infiltration and partial bypass of surface water runoff is observed (Figure 35 and Figure 37).

Figure 35. The backscarp divided by properties that contribute to groundwater recharge. Red dashed lines indicate the area of the
backscarp which has evolved into a graben structure. The backscarp within the red area will catch any surface water entering the area and
lead it towards the western gully. Blue dashed lines indicate sections of the backscarp with open fractures. 100% of surface water runoff in
this area (that does not evaporate) will infiltrate the slide. Black dashed lines indicate sections of the backscarp with partial infiltration

(Sena & Braathen, 2021).
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Figure 36. Typical appearance of the backscarp within the zone with open fractures (blue dashed lines in Figure 35).
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Figure 37. Groundwater recharge processes. (a) shows the area between the mountain ridge (surface water divide) and the backscarp, (b)
shows the area downslope of the backscarp. Red points are hydrogeologic monitoring points (Sena & Braathen, 2021).

The catchment areas for the different sections of the backscarp have been estimated from terrain
data. The sections of the backscarp that catch all surface runoff (red and blue dashed lines in Figure
35) corresponds to the red catchment area in Figure 37. The section of the backscarp where a
dispersed infiltration and partial bypass was observed correspond to the blue catchment area in
Figure 37.
An important finding of the study is that surface runoff from above the backscarp is a dominating
contributor to the groundwater influx into the upper part of the Åknes unstable rock slope (red and
blue area in Figure 37). The runoff is caught by the open backscarp and the water infiltrates into the
upper part of the Åknes unstable rock slope. Due to the depth of the backscarp, infiltration in the
red dashed area of Figure 35 will occur at a depth of minimum 20 m, possibly significantly deeper.
Infiltration in the blue dashed area of Figure 35 will occur at a depth of minimum 5-10 m, possibly
significantly deeper. Diverting the surface runoff above the backscarp is modelled to lower
groundwater levels within the slope significantly and subsequently minimize the potential for pore
pressure build up in the sliding zone.
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Figure 38. Infiltration of water into the upper part of the Åknes unstable rock slope is dominated by surface runoff from above the
backscarp which infiltrates into the backscarp. Focused infiltration produces very high infiltration rates in this area. (Sena & Braathen, 2021).

The results were integrated in a three-dimensional numerical model simulating the steady state
groundwater flow in the Åknes unstable rock slope. With some exceptions, the numerical model
agrees relatively well to observed data in boreholes and springs at Åknes.
Two major hypotheses were confirmed by the model:
1. The recharge rate in the backscarp is much higher than in the rest of the unstable slope, due
to the infiltration of surface runoff originated from the mountain ridge.
2. Tension fractures caused by the displacement of the unstable rock mass could generate
groundwater barriers which retain a relatively high water table at high elevation in the unstable
rock slope.

7.4.1

Borehole data

The Åknes unstable rock slope has seven boreholes with installed piezometers, four of which have
multi-packer and multi piezometer configurations. There are also three boreholes with open
standpipe installations dating back to 2007. The four boreholes with multi-packer configurations have
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been acquiring data since the autumn of 2018 or the autumn of 2019, respectively. The borehole data
has been reviewed by the Sena & Braathen (2021), NGI (Holmøy et al., 2020) and NVE. This section
provides a short synthesis from the above studies.
In the open boreholes the groundwater level rarely reaches an elevation above the main sliding zone.
This is assumed to be due to the very high permeability of the crushed rock within the sliding zone
along with a dip of the sliding zone of approximately 30 degrees and the associated ability of the rock
mass to dissipate any rise in the water table. As well, in the boreholes with multi-packer
configuration the groundwater level rarely builds significantly above the lower sliding plane. However
it is expected that the high precipitation event of autumn 2018 likely did lead to a build-up of pore
pressures on the sliding plane. Although the piezometers in borehole (KH-02-17) had just been
installed and there were some uncertainties around the installation, the initial readings indicated that
there was likely a perched groundwater level at the uppermost piezometer with up to a 12 m water
column. Figure 33 also illustrates that although the groundwater table generally does not build above
the lower sliding zone, there are often observed intermittent perched groundwater zones within the
highly fracture rock mass closer to the surface.
The lower part of the boreholes, which have a constant inflow of water appear to be in hydraulic
communication, with open or semi-confined aquifers. Seasonal variations in the lower part of the
boreholes of up to 18 m difference between autumn and spring (at 101 mbgl. In KH-02-17) have
been observed. Snow melt variations of up to 16 m difference in the deeper part has also been
observed.

7.5 Stability analysis
7.5.1
7.5.1.1

NGI – Norwegian Geotechnical Institute
Literature review

NGI performed a review of previous stability analyses performed at the Åknes unstable rock slope.
The first stability analysis of the Åknes unstable rock slope was carried out by geologist Eystein
Grimstad at NGI (Grimstad, 1989) Based on available shallow boreholes in 1989, Grimstad estimated
the sliding plane to be at a depth of 15-45 m with an average of 20 m. Further studies with deeper
boreholes later highlighted this sliding plane as what is currently known as the upper sliding plane,
which is present in the western flank of the Åknes unstable rock slope. Grimstad also carried out a
sensitivity analysis for differing depths of the sliding plane. He found that the factor of safety
decreases with depth of the sliding plane and he calculated that increasing pore pressure to 10 m
above the sliding plane will reduce the factor of safety to below 1.0.
Grimstad concluded that the unstable zone is located in between 550 to 900 meters above sea level.
With the western flank being unstable even after extended dry periods while the eastern side is
stable when dry. NGI later performed a numerical modelling (NGI, 1996) many of the same input
parameters that Grimstad had used in his calculations. The numerical modelling mostly confirmed
results produced by Grimstad.
Later numerical modelling by Kveldsvik et al. (Kveldsvik, Einstein, et al., 2009) used both
discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA) and Universal Distinct Element Code (UDEC). Kveldsvik
et al concluded that increases in the ground water table are less critical for a very deep slope
instabilities (200 m depth) compared to shallower instabilities (70m depth). The analysis also found
that a shallow failure will reduce the stability at greater depths.
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Kveldsvik et al. (Kveldsvik, Kaynia, et al., 2009) also performed dynamic numerical modelling to
assess the stability of the Åknes unstable rock slope during earthquakes. The analysis indicate that a
1000-year earthquake is likely to trigger a slide at the Åknes unstable rock slope at present
groundwater conditions, but the slope will be stable if drained for this modelled event.
Numerical modelling of the sliding zone shear strength using FLAC3D and the CVISC material model
shows the model is stable using a set of parameters representing good surface conditions at the
sliding surface (Grøneng et al, 2010). However, when the shear strength of the rock mass is reduced
through strength degradation over time, lower parts of the slope show clear indications of increased
displacements. Modelling shows this occurs when only 1% of intact rock bridges remain along the
sliding surface and parameters are reduced to represent fair surface conditions.
Langeland (2014) modelled the stability of the upper part of the Åknes unstable rock slope with
varying groundwater levels and parameters for the shear zone. The model indicates a 4 m rise in
water level has a large effect on the velocity of the slope and a 6 m rise will have critical effect on the
stability of the slope. The model also shows that a 10 % reduction in shear zone parameters resulted
in total collapse of the slope, even at normal groundwater levels. The study indicates that a reduction
in shear zone strength, due to degradation of the shear zone, has a larger effect on the stability of the
slope than groundwater levels.
7.5.1.2

NGI - Stability analysis

As part of current project, NGI undertook a series of stability analyses to build on the understanding
of the rock mass and impacts of pore pressure increases. The stability analysis of NGI focuses on two
profiles, W2 and E1 in Figure 39 (Shabanimashcool et al., 2020). W2 represents the faster moving
flank area and E1 representing the rest of the Åknes unstable rock slope. NGI has utilized data from
uniaxial and triaxial tests both from older boreholes (Grøneng, 2010) and data gathered from the
four boreholes drilled in 2017 and 2018 (Tønset, 2019). The selected values can be found in Table 5.
Table 5. Values used in NGIs numerical modelling.

Property

Mean value

Standard deviation

Uniaxial compressive strength [MPa]

69.5

24.9

Intact rock Young’s modulus [GPa]

40.0

6.5

Inherent cohesion of intact rock [MPa]

11.10

4.0

Inherent friction angle of intact rock [Degrees]

38.5

1.6

Poisson’s ratio

0.2

-

The friction angles of the sliding zone used in the analysis, for the western flank (W2) and the eastern
part (E1) of the Åknes unstable rock slope is 32 and 27 degrees, respectively. This is based on test
results of the crushed rock and clay within the sliding zone. The friction angles correspond to the
steepest measured sections of sliding zone between boreholes KH-02-17 and KH-01-12.
Due to limited permeability of intact rock mass, it may be possible for the back scarp to accumulate
water leading to excessive loading of the unstable rock mass. There are no measurements of the
potential maximum build-up of cleft water pressure within the backscarp, however a partial
filling/accumulation is consistent with theories presented by Clara Sena in section 7.4. If the water
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pressure corresponds to a water level within the backscarp of 17.5 m, a number acquired from the
UDEC modelling, this would result in a factor of safety of 0.99. In the very unlikely scenario of a total
filling of the backscarp, comparable to a water level of 80m within the backscarp, the resulting factor
of safety would be 0.89.

Figure 39. NGI’s stability analysis focuses on profiles W2 and E1 (NGI, 2020).

7.5.1.3

Conclusions from the stability analysis by NGI

NGI’s numerical analysis shows that draining all the groundwater from the sliding surface will
improve the factor of safety with approximately 0.5 % in the eastern part and 4 % in the western
flank. They also find that fast infilling of the backscarp due to flooding could destabilise the west flank
decreasing the factor of safety to 0.94.
Kinematic data from the decade of measuring the Åknes unstable rock slope shows the landslide is
sensitive to groundwater variations. The constant movement along the main sliding zones degrade
the rock quality gradually reducing friction. The NGI numerical analysis, despite estimating only a
slight increase of the factor of safety (4%) due to the drainage, also conclude that the factor of safety
could decrease to critical values in case of strong variations in the water supply.

7.5.2

ITASCA

ITASCA was contracted in mid-2020 to build on the existing work that had been completed within
the project and provide specialist modelling expertise in relation to linking the hydrogeological
models developed by Clara Sena (Sena & Braathen, 2021) with historical displacement data. The
main advantage of this approach, as opposed to the traditional factor-of-safety approach is that it
utilized the wealth of displacement data back analyse the overall performance of the rock mass in
order to build a model that would better be able provide forward prediction of the impacts of
drainage on the displacement of the rock mass. The analysis from ITASCA (Cancino & Lorig, 2020)
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focused on movements associated with spring snowmelt and heavy precipitation events (Autumn
2018).
The objectives for ITASCA’s study were as follows:
•

•

Identify plausible explanations for measured deformations through hypothesis testing with
geomechanical numerical models. Three different hypotheses were evaluated:
o Does water pressure increase along sliding surfaces during spring snowmelt or heavy
precipitation events such that effective normal stress (and hence shear strength) is
reduced?
o Does water level rise in the main scarp at the back of the sliding mass and thereby
increase the driving force? Water level could also rise in near vertical joints within the
sliding mass and have a similar effect.
o Does water increase saturation of the sliding mass such that it becomes heavier and
causes downward movement?
Assess effectiveness of potential drainage schemes in reducing slope deformation.

The friction of discontinuities in the rock mass was calibrated to background creep and to the
enhanced precipitation event around autumn 2018, to approximately reproduce measured surface
displacements during that time. Both to surface deformation and subsurface deformation patterns
registered in the boreholes.

Figure 40. The red dashed line was used was selected for two-dimensional stability analyses of the Åknes unstable rock slope (Cancino &
Lorig, 2020).

The autumn 2018 period (from 15 September 2018 until 30 October 2018) was identified as a period
of particularly high rainfall. The data shows that during the autumn, the average displacement rate
was 0.19 mm/day. Rates before and after autumn 2018 were roughly half.
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Figure 41. Surface movement registered at prisms along the profile section during the autumn 2018 high precipitation event (Cancino &
Lorig, 2020).

Figure 42. A three-layer model was constructed to represent the Åknes unstable rock slope, based on rock mass classification done by the
University of Oslo, borehole data and refraction seismic data. The model consists of elastic blocks with differing size and friction values in
the three layers (Cancino & Lorig, 2020).
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7.5.2.1

Discontinuity strengths

Discontinuity strengths were determined by trial to match both the surface displacement pattern
resulting from intense rainfall in autumn 2018 and the general pattern of subsurface displacement. All
discontinuities have no cohesion or tensile strength. The slope parallel fractures in the model have
the following strengths:
• 50° friction angle in the highly fractured rock mass layer (upper layer).
• 50° friction angle in the intense fractured rock mass layer (middle layer).
• 60° friction angle in the massive rock mass layer (lower layer).
All vertical joints were assumed to have a 50° friction angle. Two different assumptions have been
made for the fracture corridors:
• 38° friction angle in both fracture corridors (30 m and 70 m).
• 40° friction angle in the upper fracture corridor (30 m) and 35° friction angle in the lower
fracture corridor (70 m).
Friction values for the discontinuities was deliberately set to high values as they are set to have zero
cohesion. Similar results could be obtained with lower assumed friction plus a small amount of
cohesion.
7.5.2.2

Water pressures

Water pressures were included as water tables based on information provided by University of Oslo.
Hydrostatic water pressures are assumed below the water table. Four different water tables were
considered:
•

Base case: This case represents the current background water level.

•

Base case with autumn 2018 event: This case represents the increase in water level due to
the autumn 2018 event.

•

Base case with 50% cut-off of recharge to the upper slope: This case represents the future
mitigated water level.

•

Base case with 50% cut off and intense rainfall: This case represents the future mitigated
water level due to intense rainfall similar to autumn 2018.

The four assumed water levels are shown in Figure 43.
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Figure 43. Water tables from hydrogeological model of the Åknes unstable rock slope (Sena & Braathen, 2021) for a base case scenario,
during the 2018 high precipitation event and with an assumed 50% cut-off of precipitation runoff above the backscarp (assuming a drainage
wall that diverts 50% of surface runoff) (Cancino & Lorig, 2020).

7.5.2.3

Predictive Results for Mitigated Case

The results for the mitigated case assume mitigation efforts have cut off 50 % of surface runoff into
the backscarp. Figure 44 shows the modelled result of the autumn 2018 event in the UDEC model
with similar friction values in the two sliding zones. Figure 45 shows the mitigated case of the same
event. The modelled cases indicate approximately 80 % reduction in velocities by cutting off 50 % of
the surface runoff into the backscarp. A similar or slightly greater reduction is predicted for the case
with unequal strengths in the sliding zones.
It is important to note that the predicted failure in the model is at the upper sliding zone, which is
mainly above the base case water level, therefore lowering the water table does not directly lead to a
higher safety factor in the model, only lower velocities. However, lowering the water table does
reduce slope movement thereby preserving the current strength levels. It is also important to recall
that the blocks are assumed to behave elastically in this study as a first approximation. Allowing block
failure might reduce the estimated safety factor.
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Figure 44. Unmitigated case. Modelled results of surface movement during the autumn 2018 high precipitation event. Trying to replicate
movement measured by instruments at the Åknes unstable rock slope (Cancino & Lorig, 2020).

Figure 45. Mitigated case. Modelled results of surface movement during the autumn 2018 high precipitation event assuming a 50 % cut off in
surface runoff into the backscarp at the Åknes unstable rock slope (Cancino & Lorig, 2020).
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7.5.2.4

Conclusions

This model suggests that eliminating 50 % of the infiltration in the upper part of the slope will reduce
displacements during extreme events by about 80 %. This analysis did not study the background timedependent creep behaviour of the slope during normal times, i.e., without extreme precipitation.
Finally, the current slope is calculated to have a safety factor of about 1.4. This value is highly
dependent on the assumptions made in the analyses, especially the assumption of elastic blocks.
Additional studies are recommended to reproduce the background time-dependent creep behaviour
in order to enhance confidence in the model predictions as well as to improve estimates of the
beneficial impacts of drainage and safety factors. Considering the RCP 8.5 scenario, cases with more
severe storms should also be modelled to account for future climate effects. Further information can
be found in the report by ITASCA (Cancino & Lorig, 2020).

8 Possible stabilization measures
8.1 Drainage Concepts
Stabilisation of a landslide requires a reduction in driving forces and/or an increase in resisting forces.
Common landslide stabilization measures include retaining structures, internal slope reinforcement,
modification of slope geometry, infiltration protection and drainage (M. Gillon, 2000). The first two
measures are considered to have limited effect on the stability of the Åknes unstable rock slope due
to its size and geometry. A large-scale modification to the slope geometry is difficult due to the
steepness of the slope, both above and within the unstable area, and the fact that the slope ends in a
deep steep-sided fjord. In addition, a large encroachment on nature in a site which has acquired its
natural heritage status on basis of being one of the most “scenically outstanding fjord areas on the
planet”, is not desirable. The two most viable options are infiltration protection and drainage which
are usually the most effective and economic means of stabilising large unstable slopes.
As demonstrated in the studies described in previous sections, the primary aim of any drainage
program is to reduce the episodic strain on the sliding zone linked with extreme water inflow events
(precipitation and/or snow melt) that weaken the rock mass over time and increase the likelihood of
a failure. A secondary aim of drainage would be to divert both surface and subsurface flow from
reaching the sliding plane in order to further slow or stop the ongoing creep movements. The
following sections provide an overview of different approaches that can be considered and the
expected relative impacts on the overall ability to improve the rock mass conditions.

8.2 Drainage wells
Drainage wells can be drilled from the surface of the rockslide, either as horizontal boreholes relying
on passive (gravity) drainage or as vertical or sub-vertical boreholes relying on pumped drainage. The
overall aim of these type of installations is to artificially enhance the overall drainage of the rock mass
and the ability to dissipate water that is introduced to the sliding zone via surface infiltration and/or
subsurface flow. The installation of wells should be considered as an immediate mitigation and to
enhance robustness of the risk mitigation works. Pumped drainage may be implemented based on an
observational approach and could serve to enhance resilience against extreme rainfall events on a
need basis. Site trials could help evaluate the feasibility of the method. If deemed feasible from a risk
mitigation and long-term operational perspective, pumped or passive drainage wells may be
implemented in addition to, or in lieu of, other drainage options in accordance with a phased and
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observational approach. Pumped drainage will require significant installations of power and water
diverting infrastructure, as well as significant maintenance.

8.3 Infiltration protection above the back scarp
Hydrogeological analysis by Clara Sena at University of Oslo has identified that a large part of the
groundwater in the Åknes unstable rock slope originates as rainfall and subsequent surface runoff
above the back scarp. The back scarp, being open along most of its length, acts as a near complete
barrier to surface- and shallow groundwater flow into the slide mass from the areas above, and as an
effective infiltration conduit.
NVE has engaged Multiconsult and Sweco to carry out independent initial cost estimates on solutions
of their choice with the aim of providing a robust solution that diverts upslope surface water flow
from infiltrating into the rockslide back scarp. These are simplified initial cost estimates based on
limited available data and without visiting the site. A wall will have to be founded on and anchored to
bedrock and cost estimates assume bedrock is situated fairly shallow beneath the top scree..
General assumptions for both analyses are:
•

Due to snow and avalanche conditions, work is limited to 4 months per year, 15th of June to
15th of October.

•

There are no roads into the building site. All transports will have to be done by helicopter.

Careful consideration and design of water conveyance down to the fjord or into a drainage pathway
that will not impact the slide groundwater conditions appreciably, will be necessary.
Care will have to be taken to make the wall as least intrusive as possible for example through vertical
greening on the outside of the wall and judicious choice of material. Detailed environmental impact
assessments will need to be performed to ensure solutions and measures that will be compatible
with the area’s world heritage status.

8.3.1

Sweco

Sweco has suggested a 480 m long concrete wall starting at ca. 898 masl., ending at ca. 660 masl. It is
also stated that with more analysis of the terrain it may be possible to design a cascaded wall instead
of a continuous design.
Sweco estimates total cost of the wall to be 51 MNOK (M=mega=106, NOK=Norwegian Kroner).
This cost estimate includes a 30 % surcharge due to uncertainties. Main cost drivers are rigging and
operation, excavator costs, cost for material and helicopter use.
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Figure 46. Sweco’s sketch of a general wall design as viewed in profile. The wall is not specifically dimensioned for snow avalanches of
rockfall. This would be done in further analyses. Upside of the wall a drainage pipe will be situated and it will be refilled with draining
masses.

Figure 47. Sweco’s render of a concrete wall above the backscarp at the Åknes unstable rock slope, to lead water east of the back scarp,
outside of the unstable area.
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8.3.2

Multiconsult

In discussion with Multiconsult it was decided to extend the assignment to encompass cost estimates
for two alternative solutions as well as a simple hydrological analysis. The first solution being a
continuous wall and the second being a cascaded design.
Multiconsult estimates the cascaded wall to cost 12.475 MNOK with an uncertainty margin of
+50%/20% not included in the estimated cost. The continuous wall is estimated at 25.57 MNOK with
the same uncertainty margin of +50%/-20%.

Figure 48. Multiconsult’s sketch of the two concepts of drainage walls, as seen from above. Green line indicates the location of the
continuous wall and red lines indicate the locations of the cascaded walls with enhancement of the stream, already present, in blue. The
continuous wall will be more costly, but it will also catch water from a larger portion of the catchment area.
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Figure 49. Multiconsult’s suggested solution for a wall/trench located above the backscarp at the Åknes unstable rock slope, as seen in
profile view.

Table 6. Summary of cost estimates for a drainage wall/trench above the back scarp.

Sweco, continuous wall

Multiconsult, continuous
wall
Multiconsult, cascaded
wall

Result
51.5 MNOK including a
30% surcharge due to
uncertainties.
25.6 MNOK
+50%/-20%
12.5 MNOK +50%/-20%

Cost estimate minimum
39.6 MNOK

Cost estimate maximum
51.5 MNOK

20.5 MNOK

38.4 MNOK

10.0 MNOK

18.7 MNOK

8.4 Drainage tunnel
Drainage tunnel designs were previously evaluated by Moen (2008). The first concept involves
tunnelling from the opposite side of the mountain, the second concept involves tunnelling from the
fjord (Figure 50). The tunnel options focus on intercepting the local and sub-regional groundwater
flow rather than capturing of the near surface infiltration in the upper portions of the rock mass. As
opposed to surface drains, which may not be accessible during a large part of the winter due to
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avalanche danger, tunnelling can enable all year drainage activity in an otherwise challenging
environment.
Both options should consider the initial advancement of a pilot hole using directional drilling along
the proposed alignment of the tunnel in order to measure water inflow and check for adverse
geology etc.
The cost of a drainage tunnel under Åknes will vary considerably based on the chosen construction
scheme. Common construction methods include drill and blast and tunnel boring machine (TBM), but
other methods like drill and break is also a possibility if it is needed to keep vibrations at a minimum.
Detailed planning will evaluate which methods are most suitable.

Figure 50. Conceptual sketch of the two main options for drainage tunnels, either from the opposite side of the mountain or from the
fjord. The location of the Åknes unstable rock slope is outlined in red.

8.4.1

Option 1: tunnelling from the opposite side of the mountain.

NGI has evaluated the alternative of tunnelling from the opposite side of the mountain in further
detail (Langeland, Holmøy at al., 2020). Previous tunnels in the vicinity have documented good quality
rock with shear zones of lower quality within the amphibolitic gneiss. NGI’s concept involves a 3640
m long tunnel with a 20m2 cross-sectional area ending in a 160 m long section with 39 m2 crosssectional area. Total length of the tunnel is 3.8 km, starting at 426 masl. and ending at 550 masl.
NGI’s concept is designed to drain the upper part of the western flank only. This area is registering
the highest movement within the Åknes unstable rock slope. Tunnelling through the mountain has
several benefits, especially with regards to access, both during the construction and for regular
maintenance afterwards, and for disposing of the large amounts of rock from the tunnelling. The lack
of flexibility in draining the lower part of the Åknes unstable rock slope without significant additional
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investment is a major drawback of this concept. The estimated build cost of this drainage tunnel is
129 ± 10 MNOK.

Figure 51. Concept sketch of drainage design below the upper part of the western flank (H. Langeland et al., 2020).

Figure 52. Concept sketch of drainage through screens of drillholes underneath the Åknes unstable rock slope (H. Langeland et al., 2020).

8.4.2

Option 2: tunnelling from the fjord.

From a drainage technical standpoint, a tunnel from the fjord is advantageous as it also enables
drainage underneath the lower part of the Åknes unstable rock slope. The tunnel will also be
significantly shorter than tunnelling from the opposite side of the mountain. International experience
shows that a shorter tunnel beneath the toe of the landslide is often sufficient. Main drawbacks
include a more exposed location, both for construction and maintenance, more difficult access, and
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challenges with handling the large amounts of rock from the tunnelling as this most likely cannot be
dumped into the fjord due to environmental concern. Access during the construction phase would
have to be by barge. The entry into the tunnel would also have to be kept as inconspicuous as
possible as this is a world heritage area. A cost estimate for a tunnel from the fjord has not been
evaluated but it will be in further studies.

9 Discussion
9.1 International experience from drainage of large unstable slopes.
There are several international examples of large-scale drainage of landslides achieving significant
reduction in velocities and significant stability enhancements. BC Hydro, a hydropower corporation
owned by the Province of British Columbia in Canada, has extensive experience. BC Hydro is
operating 43 dam sites across British Columbia and they are currently monitoring 15 landslides along
their reservoir systems. Successful drainage programs have been implemented for a number of these
landslides with the most well-known being the Downie Slide (Enegren & Imrie, 1996) and the
Dutchman’s Ridge (Moore & Imrie, 1992). Both of these slides exhibited a large reduction in
groundwater levels and a significant reduction in velocity following drainage works. Dutchman’s Ridge
has similarities to the Åknes unstable rock slope in size, geology and setting and may therefore serve
as a good analogue. Their experience shows that small drainage improvements and their associated
positive impact on the overall factor-of-safety of the slopes has had a significant positive impact on
the movement velocities. Similar effect is believed to be achievable in the Åknes unstable rock slope.
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Figure 53. Dutchman’s Ridge in Canada is in many ways comparable to the Åknes unstable rock slope and may serve as a good analogue
(Image from BC Hydro).

Figure 54. Velocity measured by an inclinometer at the sliding plane at Dutchman’s Ridge. Before and after drainage. Velocity was reduced
by over 95% (graph from BC Hydro).

In Switzerland, some of the most well-known examples are the La Frasse Landslide and Campo
Vallemaggia Slide (Noverraz, Bonnard, H., & L., 1998). At the Campo Vallemaggia slide the main
destabilizing mechanism is believed to be high artesian water pressure. Several mitigations measures
involving controlling river erosion at the toe of the slide were tried without success before deep
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drainage finally succeeded. An approximate water level drop of 150 m was achieved immediately
despite low outflow of water through the drainage tunnels (Eberhardt, Bonzanigo, & Loew, 2007).
Prior to filling of the Clyde Dam reservoir in New Zealand, a combination of remedial works,
including toe buttressing, pumped drainage, gravity drainage and infiltration protection were
undertaken at nine of the seventeen large landslides along the Clyde dam reservoir margins
(Macfarlane, 2009). A 16 km network of underground tunnels with radially drilled drainage holes now
reduce the groundwater levels in the landslides by up to 100 m. Initially classified as “slow-creep” (2–
5 mm/year) landslides, the remedial works has all but halted their movement (O’Brien, 2014; O’Brien
et al., 2016)
There are several other examples of landslides with active mitigation programs using drainage (Table
7). International experience with drainage is overall very positive and although every landslide is
different, similar mitigation programs is believed to also be effective at the Åknes unstable rock slope.
Table 7. Overview of a selection of landslides with drainage programs which are relevant to the Åknes unstable rock slope. Modified after
Eberhardt et al. (2007).

Landslide

Country

Slide
Volume
[million m3]

Slide material

Drainage works
(Many landslides
have ongoing
construction)

Reference

Downie Slide

Canada

1500

Fractured and faulted mica
schists and gneisses

2750 m of tunnel
with 18000 m of
drainholes

(Enegren & Imrie,
1996)

Dutchmans
Ridge

Canada

115

Fractured and faulted
gneissic and schistose rock

872 m of tunnel with
17000 m of
drainholes

(Moore & Imrie,
1992)

Nine Mile
Creek
Upstream
(Clyde Dam)

New
Zeeland

300

Sheared schist and blocky
schist debris

3300 m of tunnel
with 16200 m of
drainholes

(Jennings,
Newton,
Beetham, & Smith,
1992; Newton &
Smith, 1992)

Nine Mile
Creek
Downstream
(Clyde Dam)

New
Zeeland

1000

Sheared schist and blocky
schist debris

4850 m of tunnel
with 20 000 m of
drainholes

(Jennings et al.,
1992; Macfarlane
& Gillon, 1996)

Brewery
Creek Slide
(Clyde Dam)

New
Zeeland

150

Sheared schist and blocky
schist debris

3200 m of tunnel
with 15600 m of
drainholes

(M. D. Gillon,
Graham, &
Grocott, 1992)

No. 5 Creek
Slide (Clyde
Dam)

New
Zeeland

60

Sheared schist and blocky
schist debris

760 m of tunnel with
6350 m of
drainholes

(Macfarlane &
Jenks, 1996)

Jackson Creek
Landslide
(Clyde Dam)

New
Zeeland

5

Sheared schist and blocky
schist debris

500 m of tunnel with
7600 m of
drainholes

(M. D. Gillon,
Anderson,
Halliday, & Watts,
1992)

Caimmuir
Landslide
(Clyde Dam)

New
Zeeland

8.3

Sheared schist and blocky
schist debris

1200 m of tunnel
with 22000 m of
drainholes

(M. D. Gillon &
Saul, 1996)

Tablachaca
Dam Landslide

Peru

13

Fractured phyllite

1527 m of tunnel
with 3290 m of
drainholes

(Garga & de la
Torre, 2004;
Millet, Lawton,
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Repetto, & Garga,
1992)
Mt De La Saxe

Italy

8

Graphittic micaschist,
phyllites, calcschist with
pyrite

5060 m of horizontal
drainholes drilled
from the surface.

(Crosta et al.,
2013)

Campo
Vallemaggia
Slide

Switzerland

800

Fractured and weathered
crystalline rock.

1810 m tunnel with
approximately 1500
m of drainholes

(Eberhardt et al.,
2007)

Yuzurihara
landslides

Japan

Several
slides in an
area 600 m
long, 1700
m wide and
40–50 m
deep.

Crystalline
shist

More than 1100 m
of tunnel, drainholes
and catchment wells.

(Karna,
Nakamura, &
Shiraki, 2004;
Popescu &
Sasahara, 2009)

9.2 Effect of drainage at the Åknes unstable rock slope
As discussed in section 7.5 there have been numerous analyses undertaken on the conditions at
Åknes, that have contributed to the overall understanding as to the driving factors, and potential to
utilize drainage to improve stability. The analyses by NGI focused on a detailed review of the
subsurface investigation data to better understand the rock mass conditions, with a focus on the
strength parameters, in order to assess the relative improvements that could be achieved by
drainage. NGI’s stability analysis indicate a slight stabilization if the Åknes unstable rock slope is
drained. Their analysis indicates the factor of safety will be improved by 4% in the western flank and
0.5% in the rest of the Åknes unstable rock slope if the sliding plane is drained completely. NGI’s
modelling also indicate that rapid infilling of the backscarp due to flooding can destabilise the west
flank of the Åknes unstable rock slope, decreasing the factor of safety to 0.89. This is a very unlikely
scenario, but it could be avoided entirely by infiltration protection above the back scarp. NGI have
chosen not to account for variations in velocity associated with precipitation and groundwater levels,
as they believe these are uncertain. Although the NGI numerical analyses do not take into account
the many years of site-specific instrumentation data showing variations in velocity (as shown in
chapter 7.2), the results of their models still indicate that reduced groundwater levels and pressures
would result in improved stability.
Based on NVE’s extensive experience in reviewing the kinematics of the Åknes rock slope for over
two decades, it is considered that the rockslide does respond with higher velocities after high
precipitation events and when groundwater levels rise. Equally important, is the observation that the
Åknes unstable rock slope displacement rates have been observed to distinctly reduce during
extended periods of low precipitation and infiltration. Given that natural depressurization correlates
with markedly reduced slide displacements, it is reasonable to expect that engineered
depressurization would have a similarly positive impact on the slide’s stability. This is also consistent
with international experience with landslides.
For example, in the upper part of the western flank, the long-term trend, as recorded by the total
station, are velocities of around 0.15-0.25 mm/day. During unusually dry periods the velocities are
reduced to 0.03-0.08 mm/day and during unusually wet periods the velocities are around 0.25-0.38
mm/day. Observational data and modelling presented in this report generally indicate that
precipitation and groundwater levels have a large effect on the velocity of the Åknes unstable rock
slope.
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Modelling performed by ITASCA clearly indicates that if groundwater levels are lowered, either by
redirecting surface runoff above the backscarp or draining the slope through horizontal drainage or
tunnels, this is likely to have significant effect on the velocity of the slope, especially during extreme
events. Modelling indicates a reduction in velocity by approximately 80% during a high precipitation
event. This also correlates well with observed movement at the Åknes unstable rock slope in periods
with low and high precipitation, and with international experience from drainage. Any reduction in
velocity of the slope will reduce the rate of progressive degradation of the sliding zone through
fracturing and crushing, which will progressively reduce the stability of the slope. The factor of safety
of the lower sliding zone, which is partially below groundwater level, is also likely to improve by
successful drainage.
Although data from the two decades of monitoring the Åknes unstable rock slope indicate that
groundwater levels do not build significantly above the main sliding plane in the penetrated areas, it
cannot be excluded that extreme rain/melt events, not observed during the relatively short period of
monitoring, may lead to future water levels rising well above the sliding plane. Especially considering
the increased intensity in extreme precipitation events predicted by the RCP8.5 climate models.
Several studies have concluded that a rise in groundwater level to 10 m above the sliding plane will
destabilise the slope (Kveldsvik, Einstein, et al., 2009).
In addition, stability analyses also conclude that an earthquake with a 1000-year return period is likely
to trigger sliding to great depth at the present groundwater conditions, and that their results indicate
that draining the Åknes unstable rock slope would be a very effective mitigation measure (Kveldsvik,
Kaynia, et al., 2009).

9.2.1

Risk reduction after drainage

Estimating the reduction in probability of failure after drainage is not straight forward as velocity does
not have a linear relationship with stability. The amount of reduction in velocity which will be
achieved by drainage is also highly uncertain. One of the factors that is known is that continued
accelerations of the rock mass will lead to progressive weakening and an associated continual
decrease in the overall stability of the slope. Therefore efforts to reduce the sustained and periodic
elevated pore pressures will serve to enhance the overall stability of the slope and reduce the annual
likelihood of occurrence, thereby reducing the overall risk.
A straightforward method of attaining an estimate of reduced probability after drainage is to utilize
the very same method currently used to classify all landslides in Norway (Hermanns et al., 2013),
only with a reduction in velocity. This method is simplified but it can also be considered as robust
since it is the practiced method of classifying landslides in Norway. Assuming drainage achieves an
estimated 70-90% reduction in velocity, this method estimates a reduction in probability by
approximately a factor of 5 for scenario B and C. Scenario A has very limited movement at the
current state. A further reduction in velocity will reduce movement to negligible and put this
scenario under the 1/5000 threshold.
A more thorough approach, which could be performed in future work, is to do a probabilistic slope
analysis to get an estimate of the relative probability of failure with and without drainage works. This
approach would form an alternative and independent basis for projecting the likely order of
reduction in the annual failure probability for the different scenarios.
The main consequence of a slide at Åknes, the large number of potential fatalities, is already
significantly reduced by the system of early warning and evacuation. This system will, with a very high
likelihood, detect acceleration in the slope well in advance of a failure, and the affected population
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can be evacuated. There are still scenarios which could cause an accelerated chain of events, like a
sudden high magnitude earthquake triggering a large slide. In such an event there may be limited time
for a full evacuation causing a residual risk to human life.
DSB’s analysis of the consequences of a large failure at Åknes identify four categories of large or very
large consequences (Table 8). These categories are irreparable damage to the cultural environment,
direct and indirect economic losses, and stress on daily life with long term evacuation of up to 3000
people. The economic losses estimated by DSB vary between 12-25 billion NOK (DSB, 2019) and up
to 50 billion NOK (DSB, 2014). In addition to this comes the risk of inhabited areas having to be
permanently vacated due to a long term, but imminent risk of failure at Åknes.
Considering the large scale economic, cultural and societal risks, and adding the residual risk to
human life in events which cannot be warned a long time in advance, an estimated five-fold reduction
in yearly probability will lead to significant reduction in risk.
Table 8. Schematic presentation of results from the risk analysis of a warned failure of scenario A at Åknes, performed by The Norwegian
Directorate for Civil Protection (DSB, 2014, 2016, 2019). In the scenario by DSB the number of fatalities are limited by evacuation of the
population.

9.3 Evaluation of drainage as mitigation at Åknes unstable rock slope
There are several ways to evaluate risk reducing actions, these include the ALARP (as low as
reasonably practicable) principle, the precautionary principle, expected risk reducing effect, costefficiency, cost-benefit etc. (Norsk Standard, 2021).
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A detailed cost-benefit analysis was not part of the scope of the Åknes Drainage Project. A full
analysis would require a more thorough probabilistic assessment of the impacts of drainage on the
rock slope hazard, coupled with a detailed assessment of the consequence scenarios. However, there
is currently a sufficient level of knowledge to discuss the topic.
In relation to the protection of public safety/reduction of loss of life, the overall risk is considered to
be well managed by the system of real-time monitoring, early warning and evacuation, and public
education and engagement. With 24/7 continuous monitoring on a redundant monitoring network,
NVE is confident a gradual destabilisation will be noticed, and a potential slide will have an advance
warning. This reduces consequences to human life as long as the rockslide is monitored and that
protocols are in place to provide notifications and evacuation in a timely manner.
The Norwegian Directorate for Civil Protection (DSB) have analysed the consequences of a
"rockslide at Åkneset with advance warning". The analysed scenario is scenario C, which
subsequently destabilises Scenario A (refer to section 5 for description of the scenarios). The
estimated consequences include 10 fatalities, 100 injured, economic consequences ranging from 1250 billion Norwegian kroner (NOK) and social unrest (DSB, 2014, 2016, 2019).
Estimating the impact of large disasters is notoriously difficult. As an example, the highest risk
scenario of the same report is one scenario of a pandemic, with an estimated financial consequence
of 5-50 billion NOK in the given scenario. Comparably, the Norwegian government used 131 billion
NOK as corona measures only in 2020 (Finansdepartementet, 2020). In addition comes all personal
and business financial loss not covered by the government.
We also know from previous experience with the rockslide Veslemannen (Kristensen et al., 2021)
that there is likely to be numerous evacuations prior to a slide event. A scenario with repeated and
extended evacuation over several months, or even years, followed by a large rockslide at Åknes is
likely to have large hidden associated costs. There is also a possibility that areas already effected by a
displacement wave or long-term evacuation will have to be permanently evacuated if there are still
large unstable parts of Åknes remaining.
Our analysis shows that the annual probability for scenario B and C is reduced by approximately a
factor of five. Scenario A is reduced from just above 1/5000 to negligible by implementing effective
drainage measures. Given the potential consequences of a slide of up to 50 billion NOK, these
reductions are significant.
Following the ALARP principle, where all risk reducing measures should be implemented unless they
are grossly disproportionate to the benefit gained, the actions of draining Åknes are well within
reason.
The most cost-efficient methods of handling large scale landslides like Åknes are hazard zoning and
land use planning, and early warning and evacuation systems, all of which are currently implemented.
For further risk reduction the most cost-efficient and feasible method is drainage.
The proposed drainage solutions indicate costs totalling in the order of 200 million NOK. These
numbers are probably in the low end. There are major logistics and practical challenges for operating
in high-mountain areas and in weak and highly fractured rocks. In addition, there are administrative
costs and work related to instrumentation and measuring the effect of the mitigation. On this
background we consider a total cost of between 300 and 350 million NOK as more realistic.
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Considering the potential consequences of a failure at Åknes, the estimated five-fold reduction in
yearly probability of a failure and an investment in the order of 300-350 million NOK, it is obvious
the project has potential for a high benefit to cost ratio.

9.4 Suggested mitigation strategy
The Åknes Drainage Project has demonstrated that there are large uncertainties associated with an
attempt to stabilize Åknes through drainage. However, sufficient knowledge about geological and
hydrological conditions at the Åknes unstable rock slope has been obtained to support the initiation
drainage trials, combined with careful monitoring and further modelling and investigations. The
observed results from mitigation actions should be used to modify future actions. The following
provides a proposed phased approach to implementation of drainage measures, integrating
performance monitoring to provide the most effective and efficient results:
•

Infiltration protection above the backscarp is recommended. A wall, diverting the surface
runoff outside of the unstable area is suggested for this purpose.

•

Early-stage slope depressurization efforts should include sub-horizontal passive drains and/or
vertical pumped drains drilled from the surface of the slide. The information obtained from
this work will be extremely valuable in determining the most effective drainage strategies,
such as location, depth and orientation of effective drain holes. Careful monitoring and
observation of results during, and following, surface drain hole drilling, will guide the
development of effective drainage strategies, prior to committing to a more extensive
subsurface drainage network including tunnelling. Additionally important, is that information
obtained from surface drain hole drilling will be used to shape key design details of a drainage
tunnel, with respect to depth, location and orientation.

•

If further action is needed it is recommended to build a drainage tunnel. A tunnel from the
front of the Åknes unstable rock slope should be evaluated before any further action is
taken. Depending on which method is most cost efficient, a tunnel from the front of the
Åknes unstable rock slope can be divided into stages.
o

The first stage being a shorter tunnel beneath the lower area of the Åknes unstable
rock slope.

o

An optional second stage is a tunnel stretching further up below the western flank
and backscarp area, draining the whole area of the Åknes unstable rock slope.

o

Tunnelling and drilling should adapt an exploratory strategy to target areas which
yield high water output.

10 Summary
The objective of the Åknes drainage project was to obtain sufficient knowledge about geological and
hydrological conditions at the Åknes unstable rock slope to assess if drainage measures would be
able to achieve desired reduction in overall risks. The following provides a high-level summary of the
material presented in this report.
Åknes has been monitored for over two decades by numerous instruments and the movement of the
slope and its response to precipitation and snow melt is well known. The overall contribution of
surface water infiltration to the build-up of water pressure in the rockslide is well established.
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However, boreholes only penetrate the slope in a few locations and in large areas of the slope
specific details of the groundwater behaviour are still unclear due to the variability in subsurface
conditions. Except for periods of very high precipitation or snow melt, there appears to be limited
build-up of water pressure above the lower sliding zone. Despite this, the displacement patterns of
the slope correlate well to climatic patterns and groundwater levels, with increased movement after
high precipitation or snow-melt events and a significant reduction of movement in dry periods.
Climate models predict an increase in yearly precipitation of up to 15% and more intense extreme
precipitation events. This will increase the general movement of Åknes, which eventually may
destabilize the slope further.
Stability analysis by ITASCA indicate that drainage will reduce the movement of the slope and
increase the factor of safety. International experience with drainage of large unstable slopes has a
very good track record of reducing velocities and stabilizing slopes. A seemingly small increase in
“factor of safety” is known to have reduced movement significantly. Drainage using drilled drainholes,
infiltration barriers and drainage tunnels are also feasible to perform at the Åknes rockslope.
The modelled reduction in velocity is estimated to reduce the yearly probability of a slide by
approximately a factor of five, although this number is highly uncertain. Given the potential
consequences irreparable damage to the cultural environment, direct and indirect economic losses of
12-50 billion NOK, and significant stress on daily life with long term evacuation of up to 3000 people
the potential reduction in risk is significant. Drainage works with the effect of lowering displacements
and the probability of failure will also reduce the residual risk to human life, that is left by the existing
monitoring and early warning system.
The total initial investment cost for drainage of Åknes is, in early estimates, in the order of 300-350
million NOK, depending on the chosen solution. NVE is suggesting a phased approach that is tied to
observed effect to better control costs. The benefit to cost ratio for such a project is significant.
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